NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT
Prior to the Deregulation Act of 1978, the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) regulated Airline ticket pricing
and landing slots were also regulated. During this time, the Industrial Unions faired equally well since the
competition was controlled by the Federal Government Agency (CAB).
Since the Deregulation Act of 1978 was enacted, ALL Unions in the Airline Industry have suffered
Concessions, Layoffs, and Outsourcing of work, Bankruptcies, Liquidations, and loss of Pension Benefits.
Now the Airline Industry is consolidated into 3 massive International Carriers and Deregulation has ran its
course, and the Airline Industry has entered into a new chapter!
The debate isn’t about the past, because that cannot be changed.
The debate is about going forward working for profitable Airlines what representation is best for your
profession.
The Real Question is:

Why wouldn’t the Mechanic and Related enjoy better Union Representation from
a Craft Specific Union like the Pilots and Flight Attendants have? Do we want a
Union where every thought of every second of every day is laser focused on this
profession? Or do we want to stick with the “ground worker” group where
thought focus and dues money is spent on multiple work groups, and industries
outside the Airline Industry like City Transit Systems and Railroads?
If you agree that a Craft Union is the better choice, then our choices are limited.
AMFA is our best chance at having craft specific Union Representation.
Why does everyone dilute the debate into the ugly Industry past?
Let’s move forward and recover from the years of struggles.
Sign the AMFA Cards
Demanding the Vote you were promised and denied by the TWU-IAM Association
Your National Mediation Board Ballot choices will be:
AMFA
TWU-IAM Association
No Union
Write In
The only way to stop the division of the dual union, dual airline, and infighting is to allow the membership a
ballot and the majority decide on a Single Union! The Only way to get that unification BALLOT is sign the
authorization cards demanding an NMB Vote
HELP US GET THAT VOTE WE ALL DESERVE
SIGN AN AMFA CARD TODAY

